Introduction
What are traditionally called Noun Phrases seem to come in two varieties--those that begin with a determiner (or a quantifier-like expression), and those that don't. So, at first g lance, while phrases like those desks and most new cars show both a determiner-type eleme nt and a nominal, phrases like Fred, her, linguistics papers, and wheat, do not. The questio n of whether to analyze these latter types of noun phrases as being similar in structure to the former--and if so, how--has often boiled down the the question of the exact identity of the missing determiner element. It has been suggested, for instance, that proper names have a c overt definite article associated with them, so that Fred should be analyzed syntactially and s emantically along the lines of the Fred, with the proviso that the definite article is deleted or otherwise fails to surface phonetically in these and similar instances (see especially Sloat 19 69). Or, with pronouns, it has been proposed (Postal 1969a ) that they are a species of defin ite determiners themselves, and so she for instance should be analyzed as something like sh e one (parallel to that one), with the proviso that the nominal element be phonetically unreali zed.
The set of issues with the other determinerless noun phrases like linguistics papers or wheat is a bit different, and it's what we're going to be discussing here. These have been discussed most often in connection with genericity (some of the basic background works b eing Dahl 1975 , Smith 1975 , and Lawler 1973 . The terminology of "bare plural" and "mas s term'"to describe these has become most familiar in current generative linguistics, though a current term encompassing both is lacking; however, as the two have a great deal in comm on despite their well-known differences, the lack of an appropriate cover term is apparent. S o somewhat irrationally, I'll use the term "Bare Plurals' (BP's) but in so doing I also inten d to include mass terms (unless otherwise noted).
The basic fact about BP's is, first, that they appear have more than one interpretation . In a given sentence they might be interpreted existentially, as in (1a), or as something like a universal, (1b). Curious people like to travel a lot. (All, or nearly all, curious people; curious people in general)
They also typically have just one of these interpretations available in any given sentence (on a constant interpretation of the sentence less the BP). So, for instance, (1a) has no universal or general reading, nor does (1b) have an existential reading. This observation is by no me ans hard and fast, however. In a sentence like (2), from Longobardi (1994) , both readings a ppear accessible:
(2) I only excluded old ladies (=Longobardi's (41a)).
Such a sentence can be understood as excluding only some older women (and admitting oth ers), or as excluding all who are older.
Facts such as these have spurred a great deal of work, and controversy. It is possible to separate out two closely-related issues concerning the syntax and semantics of BP's:
(A) What do BP noun phrases mean? Do they have a single, unified meaning which appears to be different in different contexts, or are there two or more meanings?
(B) How do the syntactic and semantic (and pragmatic) contexts determine which interpretation(s) of the BP is/are appropriate?
While these two questions are intertwined, we are going to focus on the former question.
An early unified analysis
Traditional grammars of English assume that BP's have covert determiners associat ed with them. One of these is the plural form of the indefinite singular a(n) and accounts fo r the existential interpretation; the other is a universal sort of determiner or quantifier, having something like the force of all or any. This analysis presents two quite different problems.
First, it would appear to predict systematic ambiguity of BP's, when one finds more genera lly lack of it. Second, it is no trivial matter to specify the exact identity of the "universal" n ull determiner, as it is clearly not universal, nor quite like any of the other non-null determin ers/quantifiers. These problems were discussed in Carlson (1977 Carlson ( , 1980 , the work inspired by that of Milsark (1974) . The reason, I argued there, that bare plurals are not generally am biguous in a given sentence, is that they are not ambiguous in and of themselves. Rather, it i s the syntactic/semantic context in which they appear that makes them appear to have differe nt interpretations, not any difference in the determiner or any other element in the noun phra se. Thus, the interpretation of the noun phrase 'curious people' in (1a), in terms of the cont ribution that that noun phrase makes to the meaning of the whole, is identical to the interpret ation it receives in (1b).
That interpretation, it was argued, was the name of a kind of thing, thus aligning the i nterpretation of bare plurals with that of proper names and definites as unquantified/referent ial noun phrases. If one were to assign the covert determiner a meaning (though there it was accomplished syncategorematically), it would be a function from predicate meanings to gene ralized quantifier meanings of the logical sort of names and definite singular terms. This ide ntification was supported by some data showing some similarities between BP's and prope r names, such as the ability of the phrase "So-Called" to appear with each (Postal 1969b ) o r to appear in contexts favoring definites over indefinites (Postal 1969a) ; but it appeared to l eave other data not easily accounted for which aligned BP's with indefinites or noun phrases with weak determiners, such as the easy appearance of BP's in English existential constructi ons.
The mechanism for providing the apparently differing interpretations was based on a n analysis of the stage-level/individual-level distinction, in which stage-level predicates (as f ound in (1a)) introduced as a part of their meanings existential quantifiers, giving rise to the existential readings found in such examples as (1a); individual-level predicates, as in (1b), d
id not introduce any similar existential quantifiers, so that an existential reading does not ap pear. That is, existential readings of BP's were attributed to an existential quantifier in the i nterpretation of the sentence that is not a part of the meaning of the BP itself.
The "kinds" treatment of bare plurals is motivated chiefly by several factors, only a c ouple of which I'll mention here. One is the existence of predicates which appear only appli cable to kinds, such as: which allows John to polish some apples and Mary to eat some other apples (that he never p olished); on the other reading the apples are, of course, identical. In Carlson (1980) this dif ference was attributed to whether the pronoun was interpreted coreferentially or as an E-type pronoun.
Further, NP's of the form "that kind of x" also, it is claimed, exhibit "generic" and "e xistential" readings as well:
That kind of animal eats wood. ("generic")
b.
I saw that type of animal at the pet store yesterday ("existential")
Additional arguments can be found in Carlson (1977 Carlson ( , 1980 and elsewhere. This was, I beli eve, the first attempt to deal with the phenomena systematically within a formal semantics fra mework (though see especially Lawler 1973) , and it didn't take long for researchers to work on improvements.
Critiques and criticisms
The unified "kinds" view was certainly not beyond criticism. DeMey (1980 DeMey ( , 1982 was among the first to question the necessity of "stages" for an analysis. More detailed pre sentations of alternative views are found in ter Meulen (1979) , on mass terms, and more spe cifically in Wilkinson (1991) , on bare plurals, who offers perhaps the most comprehensive c ritique to date. Kratzer (1980) presents a very interesting criticism of the "kinds" analysis t hat has had some reply (Carlson 1996; É. Kiss1998) . Lasersohn (1997) likewise critiques some of the semantic claims associated with a "kinds" analysis from examining the detaile d semantics of donkey sentences. Schubert & Pelletier (1987) have a detailed critical discus sion of the framework. Condoravdi (1994) and É. Kiss (1998) argue that a notion of specifi city (though characterized differently in each case) distinguishes apparently universal from i ndefinite appearances of bare plurals; Condoravdi (1994) , like Wilkinson, presents criticis ms fairly comprehensively. Even on a unitary "kinds" analysis, there remain several alterna tive points of view (e.g., see Ojeda,1993) , and while a unified analysis would seem a priori d esirable it is by no means taken for granted.
As the semantic theory of indefinites developed during the 1980's (Lewis 1975; Ka mp 1981; Heim 1982) , another analysis of BP's appeared that made quite different assumpt ions about their character. The most detailed proposals are to be found in Krifka and Gerst ner-Link (1986) , Wilkinson (1991) , Kratzer (1995 Kratzer ( , initially written in 1989 One very fertile version is Diesing (1992) and related work. In this theory, there is a simple algorithm for determining how the free variable introduced by the noun phrase gets bound: if (at LF) an NP is found within the VP of the sentence, it gets bound by an existent ial quantifier ("existential closure") and mapped to a nuclear scope; and if it appears in the IP of the sentence, it gets bound by something else and appears in a restrictor. That "somet hing else," in the case of quantified noun phrases that have undergone QR, would be the qua ntifier expression (e.g., the universal all in the noun phrase all men), but there are other poss ible binders as well. For instance, adverbs of quantification, as found in (7) below, can bind the free variable in the (interpretation of the) subject noun phrase linguists, appearing at LF in the IP of the sentence.
Linguists are often good musicians.
For a sentence like (8), in which there is no overt element to provide binding, a generic opera tor GEN is usually assumed of the sort outlined in Krifka et al (1995) (see also Krifka 198 7), and, earlier, Farkas and Sugioka (1983) ) to serve as a binder for the variable introduced b y the BP subject noun phrase: Krifka et al (1995) , the point of view espoused by Krifka & Gerstner-Link, Kratzer, Wi lkinson, Diesing, and others was presented and treated as the "center-of-opinion" and prev ailing view (even if there may have been some very minor split of opinion among the numer ous co-authors).
However, looking at things in this way also has some distinct advantages. For insta nce, in the Carlson (1977) analysis, the fact that indefinite singulars in English and other lan guages may also have generic readings along with their usual existential readings, as in (9), t akes a bit of extra work. But within the DRT framework coupled with some of the principle s mentioned above (along with a few others), this appears to fall out naturally and, in fact, w ould be a bit hard to prevent given assumptions. 
Some additional facts about English BP's
For example, the similarities noted earlier about the relationship between bare plurals and proper names-the other side of the coin-haven't been dealt with. And long-noted sc oping facts about existential readings of bare plurals have also tended to get set aside. It has been observed, and generally agreed, that bare plurals exhibit only narrowest-scope reading s, in contrast to overt indefinites, which exhibit variable scope. For instance, a sentence like (10 a) does not mean there are specific shoes that are being sought; nor does (10 b) have a meaning equivalent to "There are some cows that are not in the garden", thereby allowing s ome (other) cows to be there:
(10) a. Mary is looking for shoes.
Cows are not in the garden.
These and other unexpected properties of BP's on their existential readings are missed on a ny analysis such as this which equates BP empty determiners with the indefinite plural. On e particular issue that has received only minor attention in the literature (see for instance Lo ngobardi 1994) is whether BP's are real contrasting plurals in the sense of excluding singul ar objects from their denotations. It appears to make some sense, at least, to claim that a que stion like "Are there holes in the wall?" is truly answerable with "Yes" under the circumst ance where just one hole is in the wall and no more. If this is so, it argues that BP's are not indefinite plurals that stand in contrast to the indefinite singular, but rather forms whose inte rpretation encompasses both.
There are several other aspects of the interpretation of BP's that remain more near th e periphery of research, but which have arisen in the course of this research, and which have motivated more detailed examination of BP's. For instance, Condoravdi (1994) has success fully focused attention on examples where bare plurals appear interpreted existentially, yet a ppears as subjects of individual-level predicates.
(11) (There was a ghost haunting campus) Students were aware of this danger.
As Condoravdi points out, this is not a simple existential statement, as (11) above does not mean the same as (12): (12) (There was a ghost haunting campus). There were students who were aware of this danger.
But this is interpreted much more like a sentence with a definite article:
...The students were aware of this danger.
Such "functional" readings, as Condoravdi calls them, can be teased apart from truly generi c readings; she ultimately argues that there is an extensional generic reading--the functional reading--that stands alongside the generic and existential readings.
É.. Kiss (1998) also points out some facts about bare plurals when focused, in that th ey can take on purely existential readings, unlike their unfocused counterparts. So, for insta nce, in (14): (14) GIRLS know mathematics the best in my school.
it can mean that those students who know it best, are among the girls in the school; it may a lso be read generically as about "all" girls, as well. É.Kiss argues that this possibility of inte rpretation results from the fact that something must be interpreted specifcially in order to be topicalized (or, contrastively focused).
A further fact about bare plurals, noted in Longobardi (1994 Longobardi ( , 2000 though also reco gnized (but not accounted for) in Carlson (1980) , is that when a relative clause or other post verbal modifier (in English) is appended, an existential interpretation may arise where none was possible before. So, for instance, with:
(15) Neighbors are tall.
only the (slightly implausible) generic reading seems possible, but in (16) In the second sentence, but not in the first, the object of John's search can be a specific set o f books; both sentences have a clear narrow-scope reading. Again, these facts are different from what we observe with indefinite singulars in corresponding cases. These facts are disc ussed in more depth by Chierchia (1998b) . One further lingering fact, noted by Barbara Pa rtee (1985) , is that when bare plurals (though not mass terms, in this instance) function as " dependent plurals", they show scoping effects as well.
Exactly what the facts are, and how all these relate to each other, remains not very wi dely examined at the moment, but there is getting to be a rich enough set of data and sufficie nt theoretical development to support growing work in this somewhat obscure area.
BP's in Romance (and Germanic)
Somewhat ironically, some of the most interesting work on BP's comes from consid eration of languages which don't have lots of them. The most highly developed body of liter ature is on Romance, especially Spanish and Italian, which have fewer BP's than English, an d French (which has virtually none). To foreshadow some, the problem raised by the "kind s" analysis as well as by the more commonly assumed indefinites analysis is that one woul d expect any language with BP's to exhibit them fairly freely, as in Germanic, and for BP's to have both generic and existential readings. However, consideration of other languages sh ows this is not always the case. What has resulted thus far from this line of research has bee n a return to a more sophisticated "kinds" analysis, which nonetheless makes critical use of the insights of the theory of indefiniteness. One such analysis is found in de Swart (1993), who bases her analysis on facts from English and French, and others I discuss below. (He re, as above, I can really only point to but cannot do full justice to the scope of the individual works, which contain a great deal more than the few facts presented here.)
It has been known for some time that in Spanish, the distribution and interpretation of BP's is limited. Contreras (1986) notes such facts as these: (21) On the semantic side, Laca (1990) presents a number of keen observations about ho w one expresses generic objects in such a language, which has restricted occurrences of BP'
s. Spanish generally uses the definite article to express what we are calling the generic readi ng (though Laca argues the informational notion of "inclusive" presents a better understandi ng), and the bare plural form is generally reserved for existential (= "non-inclusive") reading s. Consider, for instance, the ambiguity inherent in the English:
(22) The Gwamba-Mamba worship bears.
The preferred reading for this is that the species represents the object of worship; however, there is also a reading where there are some specific bears they keep caged up, which they w orship to the exclusion of other bears. This is the reading most favored for:
(23) The Gwamba-Mamba worship idols.
That is, the object of worship is some specific group of idols, not idols in general (though th is is still a possible reading). The following Spanish sentences express these preferred read ings: In this case, the use of the definite form is correlated with focus on the verb.
Some very interesting proposals can be found in Vergnaud and Zubizarreta (1992) regarding the possibility of generic interpretations in a comparison of French and English (f ocusing on expressions of inalienable possession). They lay out the idea that in the DP, spe cific reference arises from the Determiner itself, whereas the NP is the source of type-level r eference (or denotation) (Svenonius 1996 , recasts this as a distinction based on whether refe rence to context is available). Vergnaud and Zubizarreta express this as their "Correspond ence Law" (p. 612):
(28) When a DP or an NP denotes, the DP denotes a token and the NP denotes a type Phrases exhibiting determiners that nonetheless denote types require a notion of 'expletive determiner', that is, a determiner that appears without semantic effect, except to allow the de notation of the NP to serve as the whole DP's denotation. The claim is that French allows e xpletive determiners (the definite article, in most cases), whereas English does not, and that t his accounts for many differences between French and English discussed in the article. proposal here is that in Germanic, determinerless common nouns can move into the empty D position at the level of LF, which gives rise to a referential, generic reading for BP's; failu re to move into the D position will result in a "default" instance of existential interpretation.
In this case, the presumption would need to be that the existential interpretation is available o nly for those positions which in Germanic would count as governed positions, generic readi ngs being the only available in ungoverned positions. Thus, to speculate for a moment, the I P position that Diesing has suggested for generic subjects would probably count as an ungo verned position, allowing only the generic reading; the VP-internal position Diesing assume s for stage-level subjects would be governed, and thus would allow for existential readings, a nd generic readings as well, unless otherwise restricted.
The notion of an expletive determiner is also developed in Brugger (1993) , who focu ses on German as well as Italian, comparing them both with English. Brugger argues that th e definite article in German, but not in English (at least for the constructions considered), ca n be expletive. One basic fact pointed out is that while English plural definites cannot be int erpreted generically (or if so, only marginally), in German this is an entirely natural way of e xpressing genericity. Thus, (30) has a generic reading, while its English counterpart does n ot, referring instead only to some contextually determined set of elephants, which is also a p ossibility for the German. Brugger concludes that German (and Dutch) BP's cannot be kind-denoting; the definite plu rals, however, have an expletive determiner in them, which fills the D position which would h ave to otherwise be bound by another operator. The possibility of the English definite funct ioning this way is precluded because the English definite article carries no grammatical featu res (such as case, number, gender), and hence must function semantically.
The most comprehensive attempt to deal with both the syntax and the formal semanti cs of BP's in Romance and Germanic is found in Gennaro Chierchia's work (1998a Chierchia's work ( , 1998b . Chierchia takes as his starting point a "kinds" approach that he also developed in his disse rtation (Chierchia1988, written in 1984)), which involves a formal semantics making use of t ype-shifting, chiefly as a way of characterizing the meanings of nominalizations more gener ally. Type-shifting is also a means of resolving type mismatches between function and argu ment (Partee,1987 In unpublished work, Delfitto (1998) has explored many of these same issues, again with emphasis on Romance and Germanic, and also arguing for a unitary analysis of BP's.
One of Delfitto's main theses is that the existential readings of BP's arises from an existe ntial quantifier associated with the event-argument position of verbs, and that genericity arise s not from the presence of a GEN-type quantifier, but from the aspectual character of the se ntence itself. Possibly taking a cue from Diesing and Longobardi, Delfitto proposes that ge neric sentences involve an aspectual structure which requires one of its arguments (typically the subject) to be marked as an external argument (in Diesing's terms, in the IP). The effect is to create a predicational structure which demands that type-shifting take place on the exter nal argument whereby it gets interpreted intensionally--as a property set. Delfitto also deals with the apparent scopelessness of existential readings of BP's and the cases where they tak e on scopal properties, also discussed in Chierchia. One particular issue Delfitto wishes to deal with is the fact that the presence of a modifier, such as a relative clause, can make for ac ceptable BP's in cases where a bare noun seems unacceptable. The emphasis on localization is highly reminiscent of many analyses of "stage-level" predi cates (Kratzer1995; McNally 1995, to mention but two), but Dobrovie-Sorin and Laca put t his common theme into a new and richer setting which addresses the types of issues also di scussed extensively by Fernald (1994) .
A Little on Bare Singulars
Less work has focused on singular count common nouns lacking determiners, as in the Romance and Germanic languages these do not appear systematically in argument positi ons (though may in vocative and predicative constructions). However, this does not mean th ey are totally lacking. English has them sporadically ("I saw it on television" or, as Richard
Oehrle pointed out to me, "The special relation between doctor and patient deserves special legal protection."). In Scandinavian languages, they appear quite a bit more systematically.
Borthen (1998) discusses these in Norwegian. Here we find, for instance: Work on bare singulars in other languages that likewise have articles and/or pluralit y has yielded a very similar pattern of syntactic and semantic observations. The work on Al banian (Kallulli 1996 (Kallulli ,1999 shows a pattern there strikingly similar to the facts presented ab ove. Bare singulars in Brazilian Portuguese have been investigated in detail by Schmidt and Munn (1999) and Schmidt (1999, 2000) , where a similar set of facts seems to fa ll out, though there bare singulars also may function as subjects. Dayal (1999) examines ba re singulars in Hindi, which are restricted to objects position, and again the same array of se mantic observations hold. A quite different set of observations about bare singulars, though, appears to hold for English (e.g., "He went to prison; She is at school") as discussed in det ail by Stvan (1998) .
It is widely recognized that bare singulars occur in any of the large number of langu ages which lack overt definite and indefinite articles, but their study in the context of the issu es raised within the framework of BP's has lagged somewhat in comparison. Chierchia's wo rk makes an attempt to deal with such languages as the Slavic languages, Japanese, and Chin ese. A partial effort in this direction for Slavic languages can be found in Filip (1993) and e lsewhere, but the most detailed effort to date that I am aware of is to be found in Cheng and Sybesma (1999) , who undertake a detailed comparison between Mandarin and Cantonese w ithin the context of these issues (see also Gelman & Tardif 1997 and Basilico 1998 for som e observations regarding Chinese bare nouns as well).
Mandarin Chinese, like many others, is a language without plural morphology or arti cles, so many noun phrases have the appearance of bare singulars. These may be interpreted That is, bare nouns have more structure than just the noun (or NP) itself. To achieve a defin ite interpretation, the N moves into the empty Cl position in Mandarin (similar to the Longo bardi analysis of proper names). As a consequence, the empty position is filled and it need not be governed, which allows it to appear in preverbal position. The indefinite interpretatio n arises when the N does not move into Cl, and as a result the empty position must be gover ned, as in the Spanish/Italian analyses with empty D position that must also be governed. In
Cantonese, on the other hand, the fact that an overt Cl is used to express definiteness preclu des the possibility of also using the covert strategy of movement into Cl to express definiten ess (this also follows a suggestion of Chierchia), and as a result the empty Cl is interpreted i ndefinitely if governed, or if the N moves into Cl it may also be interpreted generically. Pre sence of an overt Cl blocks a generic interpretation. This work certainly sets the stage for fu ture work in languages lacking articles, making use of the body of literature duscussed abov e.
Before closing, it is worthwhile mentioning some other recent work. Brockett (1991 ) contains a detailed examination of Japanese; we also find Dayal (1992) on the situation in Hindi and Portersfield & Srivastav (1988) on the contrast between Hindi and Indonesian.
Chung (2000), in a reply to Chierchia, also examines Indonesian in detail. Petronio (1995) discusses ASL (which has no plurality or articles; see also the other papers in the same volu me). Greenberg (1994) comprehensively presents facts about Hebrew, and É. Kiss (1998 ), Hungarian. Bittner (1994 and Van Geenhoven (1998) discuss West Greenlandic incorpor ated nominals within this tradition, where one finds the most detailed semantic observations about these structures (along with the work on Hindi bare singulars--which are arguably inc orprated forms--mentioned above). It appears that incorporated nominals (chiefly, objects o f verbs) follow the general pattern of semantic interpretation characteristic of BP's and bare singulars as well--chiefly, in having nearly always weak indefinite existential and number-ne utral interpetations. The same range of interpretations also appears to hold for "pseudo-inc orprated" forms (Massam 2001) . This suggests that incorporated nominals and BP's share a lot in common that deserves closer examination, as argued most pointedly by van Geenhov en (1995) . In some languages, such as West Greenlandic, incorporated nominals can be mo dified or quantified from outside the word; this gives rise to a discontinuous syntactic form--a "split" construction--which likewise raises interesting questions about the semantics of de terminerless nouns even in languages which do not have incorporation (Diesing 1992; Beer man 1997; also Geurts 1996) .
Perhaps the most comprehensive survey of the range of nominal forms used to expr ess genericity is to be found in Gerstner-Link (1998), who compares forty disparate langua ges and summarizes the results in a series of proposed universals. The patterns she finds ar e largely in keeping with the detailed work on a more limited set of languages (she uses Ger man as her base case), but there are some surprises, for example, that not all languages with indefinites can use indefinites generically; but definites can be consistently used that way.
A codicil on stages
I would be remiss not to bring up one closely related issue before concluding. The Carlson (1977 Carlson ( , 1980 analysis makes use of a construct of "stages", temporally-restricted portions of individuals, as a means of characterizing existential readings of bare plurals. M ost researchers, including the majority of those discussed above, have found such constructs dispensible, using existential quantification over individuals instead for the indefinite readin g. This results in equivalent truth-conditions (in most cases) but also in an ontologically mo re parsimonious framework (though many make use of an event-semantics that introduces v ery similar types of entities into the model). However, a good number of researchers have f ound that stages themselves are useful constructs in their own right, as in Stump's (1981) 1997a, 1997b) , in some provocative work, has also employed and defended stages in the a nalysis of St'at'imcets (Lillooet Salish) noun phrases in order to account for their temporal restrictedness. Lin (1999) has proposed that stages be countenanced in order to account for the semantics of shenme 'what' in donkey-type conditional sentences in Chinese (also exa mined in great detail by Huang and Cheng (1996) though they focus on the semantics of 'w ho', which turns out to have some different properties). The stage/individual contrast has al so been invoked in unpublished work to form an account of the semantic distinction betwee n the Japanese anaphoric expressions sore vs. kare. Carlson (1991) discusses the use of st ages for the analysis of certain demonstratives in English--see Büring (1998) for an interesti ng and closely-related discussion.
Outcomes and Conclusions
Researchers now have on hand a large and sophisticated set of both data and analys es to draw from in considering the appropriate syntax and semantics of BP's. This presents us with an excellent base from which to work on this and related problems from a variety of perspectives, in a variety of the world's languages. On some matters, there is quite solid ge neral agreement. One is that BP's on both existential and generic readings should try to be analyzed as having something basic in common. Another is that very close attention needs t o be paid to issues of specificity and scoping for the indefinite readings. We have also seen a general trend towards taking elements of both the theory of indefinites and the kinds anal ysis, and trying to preserve something like a unitary analysis of BP's across languages: few if any of the reseachers noted, in particular, defend an analysis in which there are multiple n ull D's. The success of assuming an empty D position that must be properly governed in so me languages is also widely appealing, as is the idea that there is a connection between move ment into D and definiteness/genericity.
An area that can use closer scrutiny, aside from extending research to a broader num ber of languages, is a more careful understanding of the relation between definite singular, d
efinite plural, BP, singular indefinite generics, incorporated nominals, and the relation of the se expressions to overtly expressive "kind" NP's in general, in languages which allow the m. This has not been entirely ignored by any means, but not enough has been done to creat e a consensus opinion. One also does not find convincing analyses (to my mind) of exampl es such as (2) (41) --DRT existential closure (Diesing 1992 , Krifka 1987 --Type-shifting (Chierchia 1998b) --Quantification over stages (Carlson 1980) --Binding of a situation variable (de Swart 1993; Delfitto 1997) --Default interpertation of an empty D (Longobardi 1994) --Binding due to sentence information structure (Glasbey, 1993) --Location-argument binding (Dobrovie-Sorin 1996) --Categorical/thetic structure (Basilico1998, Ladusaw 1994; Kuroda1972) --Specificity (Condoravdi 1994) --Mapping from properties to propositions (Carlson 2000) --Referential anchoring (Löbner 2000) and so forth. The variety here is perhaps best understood as a reflection of the differing the oretical asumptions and/or machinery that are available, but it certainly reflects the wide-ope n state of the area as it stands. The question is, how much difference do these various assu mptions make?
In some cases, they appear to make little difference. For instance, if one attributes V P-level existential quantification to existential closure, as Diesing suggests, or to an existenti al quantifier connected with the event structure, as Delfitto suggests, the effect on BP's is ab out the same. Type-shifting (Chierchia) quite clearly locates the source of the existential qu antifier at the boundary between the NP and the predicate it is combining with, but then Carl son's existential quantification over stages can be looked upon in much the same way, thoug h the ontologies differ. Longobardi's "default" existential quantifier is very much in the sam e vein. At the current state of research, there is no strong consensus about what source of e xistential quantification is correct or incorrect (nor does there seem to be one about the preci se source of generic readings as well), so it is possible to focus on the correlated structures within the DP itself, and still make very productive contributions. 
